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Abstract
Teacher questions play an important role in facilitating classroom discourse. Using appropriate question types and proper questioning techniques help to create reflective-active learners. Teacher questions can elicit students’ explanations, elaboration of their ideas and thinking, and they can be used to disclose students’ misconceptions. Despite knowing about the benefits of good questioning, most classroom teachers fail to question their students in ways which go beyond mere requests for explicit, factual information. Several of the question taxonomies developed in the past for classifying teachers’ questions exhibit a potential to serve as guiding frameworks for teachers in formulating and using questions. This paper examines the extent to which existing question classification taxonomies could guide chemistry teachers in developing and using classroom questions. A framework is also suggested to guide chemistry teachers in formulating and using the desired kinds of questions.
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Introduction
Teacher classroom questions are important tools for facilitating students’ understanding of chemical language and concepts. Appropriate use of questions mediates students’ knowledge construction and influence the type of cognitive processes engaged in (Alison, 1994; Roth, 1996). Teacher questions can also facilitate students’ acquiring of specific languages unique to individual subjects (Mortimer & Scott, 2003), vocabulary and representational practices of a subject. Regardless of their potential contribution to learning, developing and using good questions is challenging to most classroom teachers (Graesser & Person, 1994). Most often, a large part (60%) of teacher questions only request explicit, factual information from students (Gall, 1970; Hannel, 2009; Lee & Kinzie, 2012).

There are several question classification taxonomies developed in the past with a perceived potential to guide teachers in formulating and using classroom questions. These have been identified and summarized by researchers Crump (1970); Gall (1970); Riegle (1976) and Wilen (1986). In the past, there have been also efforts by researchers to train classroom teachers in questioning techniques and in using some of the existing question classification taxonomies. Classroom teachers were reported to change in their practice of questioning after undergoing training in the use of specific question classification taxonomies (Galassi, Gall, Dunning, & Banks, 1974; Gilbert, 1992; Godbold, 1973; Hamblen, 1984; Wilen, 1991). However, it was also noticed that those teachers who had been trained in several questioning techniques often failed to implement those skills in a pervasive and continuous way (N. M. Sanders, 1972). This is thought to be attributed to the existing gap between how teachers and researchers view the role of questions (Eshach, Dor-Ziderman, & Yefromsky, 2014), the unsuitability of a number of question taxonomies to classroom settings (Furst, 1981), teachers’ beliefs about teaching and learning which seem inconsistent with using question taxonomies, the complexity of the taxonomies themselves (Anderson, 1994), and the inconsistencies in meanings and terms used in several question classification taxonomies which end up confusing teachers (Reed, 1977).
Despite the concerns reported about the teachers' inability to continuously apply the learned questioning techniques, education researchers contend that question classification taxonomies can help teachers to match the questions they ask with the type of thinking that they are trying to develop (Hannel, 2009; Vogler, 2005; Wimer, Ridenour, Thomas, & Place, 2001). The taxonomies are also perceived to support teachers in formulating questions and clarifying instructional objectives (Allen & Tanner, 2002; Kastberg, 2003). In this article, analysis is made of the existing question classification taxonomies to assess their potential as frameworks that could guide teachers in formulating and using questions in chemistry classrooms.

**Question classification taxonomies**

Originally question classification systems were understood as systematic observation instruments that could be used in the observation and collection of objective data on such aspects of questions as cognitive level, length and frequency (Wilen, 1991). This kind of explanation draws from that much interest during 1950s and 1960s, when researchers needed to study, identify and analyze classroom thinking operations, instructional goals and teaching activities (Clegg, 1987; Wilen, 1991). However, researchers did not only stop at studying and characterizing teachers’ classroom practices, but they also wanted to improve the way teachers executed their practices. As such, several researchers focused on developing question taxonomies to guide and impact on classroom teacher questioning behaviors. Thus, several sets of categories into which teachers’ questions can or could be classified were developed by several researchers (Crump, 1970; Gall, 1970; Riegle, 1976; Wilen, 1986).

Bloom, Engelhart, Furst, Hill, and Krathwohl (1956) developed a classification scheme of educational objectives in the cognitive domain where six hierarchical classes of objectives (simple to complex intellectual operations) were identified. These intellectual operations included: knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation. Around the same period, Guilford (1956) devised a three-dimensional model of intellectual processes, classifying mental abilities. The feature in Guilford’s model that provoked the most interest related to classroom questioning was the identification of convergent and divergent thinking processes as they relate to creativity (Clegg, 1987, p. 15). Gallagher and Aschner (1963) using Guilford’s work, constructed a category system to examine teacher-student classroom interaction. Their system comprised of five question types often found in teaching situations (cognitive memory, convergent, divergent, evaluative and routine questions). A number of question classification taxonomies that emerged later were built based on either the work of Bloom et al. (1956) and or Gallagher and Aschner (1963)’s conceptualization of questions.

Generally, up to 41 different authors have made suggestions of different question categories which altogether reflect the conceptualizations of Bloom et al. (1956) and or Gallagher and Aschner (1963). This list includes; Adams (1964); Anderson et al. (2001); Aschner (1961); Barnes (1969); Biber, Johansson, Leech, Conrad, and Finegan (1999); Bloom et al. (1956); Blosser (1973); Carner (1963); Chinn, Anderson, and Waggoner (2001); Christenbury and Kelly (1983); M. H. Clements, Fielder, and Tabachnick (1966); R. D. Clements (1964); Crump (1970); Davis and Tinsley (1967); Douglass (1967); Elstgeest (1985); Enokson (1973); Fraenkel (1966); Gallagher and Aschner (1963); Galton, Simon, and Croll (1980); Graesser, Person, and Huber (1992); Guszak (1967); Herber (1978); Hunkins (1972); Hyman (1979); Kaiser (1979); Long and Sato (1983); Marzano (2001); Minor (1966); Moyer (1965); Nystrand and Gamoran (1997); Parsons (1968); Pate and Bremer (1967); Riegle (1976); Ruddell (1974); N. M. Sanders (1966); Schreiber (1967); B. O. Smith, Meux, and Coombs (1960); R. J. Smith (1969); Taba (1967), and (Wilen, 1985).

Given that the existing question classification taxonomies or question category systems were all developed based on the conceptualizations of two independent authors as we have mentioned in the previous two paragraphs, it is reasonable to say that there are majorly two ways of classifying questions despite having several versions of classification systems by different researchers. The first way of classifying questions is the non-hierarchical form where questions are classified as convergent or divergent originally from Gallagher and Aschner (1963). Other non-hierarchical forms of classifying questions involve using terms such as open and closed (Blosser, 1973), real and synthetic (Minor, 1966), authentic and test questions (Nystrand & Gamoran, 1997). The second way of
classifying questions is to classify them based on their cognitive level or complexity (Bloom et al., 1956).

In this paper I analyze five different question taxonomies suggested by different researchers, N. M. Sanders (1966), Fraenkel (1966), Minor (1966), Blosser (1973), and Nystrand and Gamoran (1997), examining the extent to which they could serve as question formulating guides to chemistry teachers. N. M. Sanders (1966)’s taxonomy is an adaptation of Bloom’s cognitive categories and its selection represents all other question taxonomies which classify questions based on the complexity of cognitive levels. Fraenkel (1966) devised a taxonomy of questions based on the purpose the question is to address and his taxonomy was selected for analysis because of this feature which is not common to most other taxonomies. Minor (1966) and Nystrand and Gamoran (1997)’s question categories were selected because the authors use unique terms (‘real/synthetic’ and ‘authentic/test’ respectively) to characterize questions, which terms are not common to other question taxonomies. Blosser (1973)’s question category system was selected for those category systems which distinguish questions into closed and open categories. Table 1 shows a summary of question categories of the selected taxonomies by different authors.

Table 1: A summary of question categories by selected authors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Question categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fraenkel (1966)</td>
<td>Purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knowledge acquisition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knowledge synthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knowledge synthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Creative thought</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor (1966)</td>
<td>(i) Real questions and (ii) Synthetic questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blosser (1973)</td>
<td>(i) Managerial questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(ii) Rhetorical questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(iii) Closed and (iv) open questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nystrand and Gamoran (1997)</td>
<td>(i) Authentic questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(ii) Test questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analyzing question taxonomies for their possible use in chemistry classrooms

Analysis as used here implies breaking the topic, concept, and themes or terms down into parts in order to inspect, understand and or restructure them in a way that makes sense with respect to an individual interpretation of meaning and perception. The process involves reading the author’s contribution and identifying its strengths and weakness with respect to the purpose and intentions of the analysis. In analyzing the question taxonomies, emphasis was on figuring out what the individual authors implied (meaning of the used terms, explanations, illustrations or interventions). Based on the respective authors’ arguments, comments and conclusions were made to the content (text, terms, frameworks, or interventions), with respect to the usefulness and applicability of the respective taxonomies as question formulation-guiding frameworks to chemistry teachers. Overall, the analysis involved two important steps;

i. Reading the article as whole, determining the purpose, structure and the direction of the paper:
The individual articles were read as a whole in order to establish authors’ statements of purpose, the respective authors’ main points and the target audience, accounts of evidence that the authors used and any identified limitations or gaps.

i. Critiquing, assessing and evaluating the article’s content/themes/terms or taxonomies with respect to the aim of the analysis.
A personal reaction to the works of the article was made. This part involved thinking about the respective authors’ nature of conceptualizing questions, the proposals made, the terms or question
labels used and the meanings the authors attached to the different terms used in the question taxonomies. This was followed by trying to envision how the proposed schemes could be used in the teaching situation, also given from the analyst’s personal experience as a teacher, and from empirical accounts about teacher beliefs and perceptions about questioning.

**N. M. Sanders (1966)’s taxonomy of questions**

Sanders adopted Bloom et al. (1956)’s taxonomy of educational objectives to devise a taxonomy of questions, seeking to demonstrate the potential of applying Bloom’s taxonomy to everyday classroom situations. Sanders used Bloom’s model as a guide for identifying and describing the many types of questions that teachers ask, categorizing them at various levels of Bloom’s taxonomy. The taxonomy which consists of seven categories defines the types of questions which could be used in each of Bloom’s categories of thinking. The categories (table 1) include; (i) memory; involves recall or recognition of factual or conceptual information (fact, definition, generalization, and skill, true or false questions), (ii) translation; involves translating ideas from one communication to another, (iii) interpretation category involves questions relating facts, generalizations, definitions, values, and skills, to discover or use a relationship between two or more ideas (iv) application; presenting problems that approximate the form and context in which they would be encountered in life, (v) analysis; involves detecting, classifying, discriminating, categorizing, deduction, (vi) synthesis; engaging in imaginative, original thinking, where diverse solutions are elicited, (vii) evaluation; the process of making judgment about the value of an idea, a solution, a method, using criteria developed by the individual himself.

Teacher questions following Sanders’ taxonomy require students to engage in specific kinds of thinking from low level recall of knowledge to higher level-evaluation type questions. If the classroom teacher is able to structure the questions according to the levels stipulated in the taxonomy, then the taxonomy offers a framework with which the teacher can determine the kinds of intellectual activities might require of his/her students. However, in developing/structuring or formulating the questions needed for classroom discussions, the taxonomy provides little support. Teachers are clear with the kind of intentions they want to achieve as well as the desired actions from students, such as students being able to make connections, use factual knowledge and create new understanding among others (Amos, 2002; Eshach et al., 2014). However they fail to formulate such questions as required for achieving these intentions.

N. M. Sanders (1972) also acknowledged the fact that even when teachers are trained in a respective taxonomy, they find it hard to put the taxonomy into practice. This is simply due to the fact that the many category distinctions of questions are not needed as they fragmentize into pieces that what teachers have conceptualized as whole. For example, the teachers generally know that questions fall into mainly two categories; factual and those questions that demand for students’ thinking, reflection and connection of different ideas. In this case the teachers’ challenge is not to categorize questions but to develop them. However Sanders’ framework and many others seem to provide no explicit criteria for when the question categories should be used, and consequently the framework might not serve well for teachers as a guide for developing the desired questions. As Furst (1981) concluded about Bloom et al. (1956)’s taxonomy being not a suitable tool for classifying oral questions and facilitating classroom discussion, Sanders’ taxonomy of questions also seems to focus more at the outcomes of instruction rather than at the language moves a teacher might undertake.

**Blosser (1973)’s question categories**

Blosser (1973) devised what she called the ‘Question Category System for Science (QCSS)’, consisting of four types of question categories (table 1); closed, open, managerial and rhetorical questions. Blosser describes managerial questions as those used by teachers to keep the classroom operating, move activities and pupils toward the desired goals for a given period or lesson (e.g. Will you turn to page 15 please?), and rhetorical questions as used by teachers to reinforce a point or for emphasis and teachers do not really anticipate an oral student response (the green coloring matter in plants is called chlorophyll, right?). Closed questions are those for which there are a limited number of acceptable
responses or ‘right answers’, and it is expected that students have already had contact with the information being requested (e.g. What is the chemical formula for water?). Open questions on the other hand are questions according to Blosser which anticipate a wide range of acceptable responses rather than one or two ‘right answers’ and draw on students’ past experiences, cause students to give opinions, reasons for given opinions, to infer or identify implications, formulate hypotheses, or make judgments based on their own values and standards. Blosser’s category system was devised as a framework for teachers to analyze their questioning strategies, to be able to reduce the percentage of recall questions and increase the percentage of questions that require students to think. Indeed, she goes ahead to suggest that teachers can determine the types of questions they are using frequently by analysing the number of acceptable responses possible and to assess whether the question encourages or requires students to go beyond past information in formulating a response.

Blosser provides clear explanations for the question categories, the terms used and she also gives examples in each question category. There is an overall appreciation of the clarity and simplicity of what Blosser puts across. However, when it comes to developing classroom questions (written or oral), classifying questions as open or closed may not provide the sufficient support to teachers to able to develop questions. The definitions or explanations attached to open and closed are subject to different teacher interpretations and thus do not provide sufficient guide towards identifying suitable questions. Like Blosser argued, starting questions with ‘why, explain, compare or interpret’ may not warrant the kind of actions the students engage in and neither indicate the teacher’s encouragement of students.

In addition Edward and Furlong, cited in Cazden (2001, pp. 92-93) also noted that identifying what is open and closed might be difficult for researchers owing to the context in which they are used. They argued that many questions appear to be open in one context only to be closed in another, and that distinguishing between open and closed might have to wait until the teacher intention is clearly spelt out. This difficulty also applies to teachers when they attempt to identify questions using the two distinctions of open and closed, and especially if the two categories are only differentiated by the range of answers or responses (that is one correct pre-defined answer for closed questions, and two or more for the open category). Blosser’s question classification category therefore becomes of less use when it comes to developing or formulating questions for chemistry classrooms owing the lack of specificity in the used terms. The taxonomy however finds more productive application in the general classification of the questions that occur in classrooms.

Nystrand and Gamoran (1997) and Minor (1966)’s categorizations
Teacher questions were classified by Nystrand and Gamoran (1997) into two groups; that is authentic and test questions. Authentic questions were defined as those questions asked to get information, questions for which the asker (questioner) has not prespecified an answer. These kinds of questions include requests for information as well as open-ended questions, and indicate the priority the teacher places on thinking. On the other hand test questions were classified as questions for which only one possible right answer is allowed, questions of recitation, which allow students no control over the flow of the discussion. Nystrand and Gamoran (1997)’s classification is related to Minor (1966)’s conceptualization of teacher questions. Minor (1966) used the terms; ‘real’ and ‘synthetic’. Real questions according to Minor, are those questions for which the questioners are yet to find answers, questions which make discovery possible and synthetic questions as questions having known answers (one possible known answer), which at best test a student’s store of facts.

Considering the descriptions of the terms ‘authentic’ and or ‘real’ questions, it might well happen that the teacher comes into a situation where s/he does not know the answer, but such situations are rare or else usually occur when students are asking the questions. The purpose of the teacher asking questions is either to check for students’ knowledge or to initiate a thinking operation and probably other functions as outlined in educational research. In all cases the teacher knows about the issue at hand and in addition s/he exhibits certain expectations regarding answers and all the time the teacher is obliged to exhibit a substantive amount of information to be able to execute the process. Thus the necessity of a teacher having full knowledge of what is being taught cannot be overlooked. Secondly, a teacher either knowing or not knowing answers to questions being asked seem not the
most important part of a question but rather the value of the question in terms of objective achievement. A true/real question resides in its power to achieve a set objective rather than focusing on whether the teacher knows the answer or not.

There are other questioning situations where asking questions to which the questioner knows no answers is more pronounced. However, classroom teaching questioning situations are treated uniquely owing to the unique functions attached to the nature and type of questions used. In everyday practice for example, it is common to ask questions where the questioner does not know the answer or when the questioner seeks information s/he does not have. This may not be the case with classroom teaching situations. In teaching, intentions are somehow different depending on the subject and the type of knowledge. Science teaching is about interpreting the world (phenomena) in a scientific way which often is different from the everyday interpretation. Therefore, it is hard to imagine that questions to which the questioner knows no answer will service a similar purpose as it is now for the common questions in the education setting without changing the aims of an education program. Indeed, like Cazden (2001) said, the criticisms of teachers asking questions for which they know the answers are over simplified and miss out on these important points. Eliciting students’ thinking or making them to reflect on different concepts to construct new understanding, or having a dialogue with students in class is not dependent on asking questions for which the teacher knows no answers but on the ability to formulate questions in a form that will open up for the exploration of these aspects. In this respect, Nystrand and Gamoran (1997) and Minor (1966)’s question conceptualizations might not serve as suitable frameworks that could guide chemistry teachers in developing classroom questions.

Fraenkel (1966)’s taxonomy of questions
Fraenkel (1966) presented important arguments pertaining how to ask the ‘right’ questions, and even went ahead to suggest a taxonomy of questions that could help teachers in asking the “right” questions. He argued that there are several different types of questions which teachers may ask depending upon what purposes teachers have in mind. In this respect, these are the ‘right’ questions according to Fraenkel, questions which assist the teacher in achieving a particular objective or a set of objectives considered important in that particular context. He added that, teachers need to ask themselves and also attempt to find a satisfactory answer to the question; ‘why they are doing what they do’, that way, Fraenkel contends that teachers will be able to determine what questions to ask their students. He suggested a taxonomy of questions where questions are categorized in terms of the purposes which teachers might have, the actions required or desired of students, and the types of questions which teachers would ask accordingly (table 1).

The idea of first considering teachers’ purposes, intentions, justifying reasons and students expected or desired actions/behavior as put forward by Fraenkel is key to getting started with formulating and using good questions. Given that classroom teachers understand the important role of questions as key elements in the learning process (Amos, 2002; Eshach et al., 2014), the close connection between the functions of questions and teacher intentions for asking would provide a basis for formulating the appropriate question types. Fraenkel’s conceptualization of what right questions are appears to focus on the situational adequacy of the questions rather than their structural formation. The question’s situational adequacy lies in the ability of that question to serve the purpose for which it is intended to serve (Roth, 1996). With this perspective, all questions will be good questions if they are able to serve the different purposes for which they are intended. Therefore, the onus remains on the teacher to be able to clearly define his/her purpose/objectives or intentions and then try to formulate those questions that can help him or her to achieve the set out purposes/objectives.

Fraenkel’s taxonomy is also perceived to be localized to the teaching settings. The taxonomy seems to align with the teachers’ initial preparation stages prior to the lesson. It is common practice (formally or informally) that teachers often have a minute or more where they sit and contemplate on what they are going to teach in the next few minutes, the lesson purpose, lesson instructional approach and expected outcomes. That way, the taxonomy can be assimilated into the teacher’s lesson plan without demanding much preparation and time from teachers. Teachers only need to stress out and reflect on their intentions, expected outcomes, students’ behavior expected or desired students’ outcomes and
then try to formulate the kind of questions that could help them achieve their set targets. This way, the taxonomy could be of use to teachers as a guide to developing the questions used orally during classroom teaching and those for discussions even before going to the classrooms.

**Discussion**

In the analysis of the five question taxonomies explanations have been given to justify either the unsuitability or suitability of the individual taxonomies to serve as guiding frameworks for teachers for developing or formulating classroom questions. From the analysis, Fraenkel (1966)’s conceptualization of the ‘right’ questions seems to provide an appropriate way to conceptualize teacher questions. Fraenkel’s taxonomy of questions appears to be more feasible as a framework that can be localized to teachers’ thinking and perceptions, and it could serve with modifications as a framework for developing and using questions in classrooms. However, it must be stressed that the five question category systems (table 1) were exclusively examined in the context of being used by classroom teachers in developing or formulating questions and not the other purposes for which they are believed or perceived to serve. That way Fraenkel’s framework was seen from the analysis as one which approximates serving this kind of purpose. This is due to the taxonomy’s ability to account for teachers’ role as developers of questions, allowing for teachers’ participation as opposed to teachers being imposed on terms which are inconsistent with their own thinking.

One probable reason most question taxonomies have failed to help teachers improve their practice of questioning is due to those taxonomies failing to start from a level of knowledge, and thinking also shared by classroom teachers. Accounting for teachers’ knowledge and thinking about the use of questions not only facilitate the uptake of suggested innovations by teachers, but can also facilitate teachers’ transformation to the desired level of change, since teachers are put in a position where they able to value the innovation being introduced by relating to their own understanding, beliefs and attitudes.

**A framework to guide chemistry teachers in formulating good questions**

In order for Fraenkel (1966)’s taxonomy (as seen in table 1) to be used in chemistry classrooms, there is need to redefine the categories to suit the target curriculum or subject. For example, there is need to redefine the purpose, kind of questions desired in chemistry classrooms and the students’ desired actions or outcomes. Fraenkel’s categories are not communicating enough to be used by teachers to develop the kind of desired questions. For instance, in column 1 (see table 1) where he lists the purposes (knowledge acquisition, knowledge synthesis, analysis and creative thought), those kinds of purposes may be clear to education researchers and not to classroom teachers. It is difficult to understand what knowledge acquisition means in terms of a set purpose as it seems to carry a general understanding as the overall objective of a typical lesson. This can be replaced by letting the teacher state what purpose or objective he/she intends to achieve with students (for example, elicit thinking, check on mastery of concepts, use of facts to construct new knowledge). The same applies to other categories in other columns where there is a general lack of specificity and direction for the terms being used.

In figure 1, I propose a framework to guide chemistry teachers in developing or formulating classroom questions. The proposed framework is based on Fraenkel (1966)’s conceptualization of the ‘right questions’, whereby questions are considered right or good based on the extent to which they assist the teacher to achieve a particular objective or set of objectives. The framework comprises of two non-hierarchical levels and a knowledge base. At level 1 the teacher determines and sets the intentions or the purpose for the questioning situation, which might be connected to the objectives of the lesson. The teacher also starts to think about the kind of expectations from the students or the nature of actions he/she wants to elicit or the desired students’ outcomes. After thinking and working through both the purpose and students’ desired actions, at level 2, the teacher then starts to formulate the types of questions which tally with both his/her intentions and the desired students’ outcomes. The knowledge base provides examples of the possible types of questions and some hints on how to restructure or formulate the desired questions.
The three types of questions recall, algorithmic, and conceptual which are possible in chemistry classrooms, which are given in the proposed framework are described by Nurrenbern and Robinson (1998). Recall type questions also known as factual questions ask students to recall facts, equations, or explanations. Algorithmic type questions ask students to use information or processes in a familiar way similar to the operation of programmed computers, and follow a prescribed algorithm or procedure. Conceptual questions are questions used to tap students’ understanding of chemical ideas. These questions challenge students to articulate their understanding and students have the opportunity to elaborate on their ideas and construct conceptual knowledge.

In the proposed framework, questions are evaluated as effective based on their situational adequacy and the extent to which they are able to achieve teacher set objectives/intentions or desired outcomes. The teacher needs to match his/her intentions with the kind of behavior or students’ actions desired or expected. He/she has to think about the kind of questions that can help him/her in achieving what he/she has set out to achieve in the particular lesson. Here the teacher looks at the possible range of questions from recall, algorithmic, and conceptual questions, and then s/he determines which kinds of questions are suitable for a given purpose. The framework is not restrictive in its form and allows the teacher to think about what he/she intends to do and the kind of questions that could be used to achieve what he/she has set out.

Practical aspects in regard to effective questioning and the use of the framework

There are important aspects that I bring to the attention of teachers in regard to being able to formulate and use appropriate and good classroom questions. First, the proposed framework only serves as a guide to formulating the desired questions depending on the teaching purpose as determined by the teacher. Reading or studying the framework may not warrant being able to formulate good questions. Like R. E. Sanders (1993) argued, good questioning develops with practice and teachers need to continuously put into practice the knowledge and strategies proposed in the framework in order to develop the skill of formulating good questions.

Second, it has been suggested by researchers in the past that to able to ask useful questions, teachers need to have a good knowledge of subject matter (Carlsen, 1987; Chin, 2007; Harris, Phillips, & Penuel, 2012). They need to have a mastery of science ideas and some anticipatory sense about how to move students forward in their thinking (Harris et al., 2012), as well as the pedagogical skills in crafting and sequencing the appropriate questions that progressively build on previous ones Chin (2007). In addition to these requirements, teachers need some form of orientation in the possible kinds of questions and how to structure or formulate these questions. The proposed framework will be productive only if teachers have the opportunity to work through it and continuously try to formulate or restructure questions that match their desired students’ outcomes or set purposes.

Third, teacher questions and particularly oral questions do not occur in isolation of other classroom activities during the teaching situation. Questions serve a myriad of functions, both cognitive social functions and being able to improve one’s questioning requires understanding these functions (Farrar, 1986). The type of questions and the nature of questioning are also closely linked with the method of instruction the teacher uses and thus for a teacher who wants to use questions effectively will need to rethink his/her instruction approach. The proposed framework provides question formulation hints and question examples for the nature of questions that can occur in inquiry classrooms. However, to be able to work with such questions where the interest is in giving a chance to students to participate in knowledge construction, the teacher will need to adopt an instruction/teaching approach that provides for these opportunities.
Forth, there have been concerns about the complexity of question classification taxonomies which make them difficult for teachers to use in their teaching (Anderson, 1994). The issue complexity surfaces mainly if the concepts or strategies proposed in the taxonomies are alien to teachers and are inconsistent with their thinking about classroom questioning practice. It might happen that teachers
will start to think, plan and make use of question classification taxonomies if trained regardless of the complexity, as also supported from Marzano and Kendall (2007)’s submission that “the more familiar one is with a process, the more quickly one executes it and the easier it becomes”. However, like N. M. Sanders (1972) argued the teachers are likely to abandon the use of such taxonomies along the way owing to their incompatibility with the teaching contexts. The proposed framework is perceived to provide support to ensure that the teacher takes a step to think about and work on formulating those questions that he/she thinks will support students’ understanding. The teacher is pivotal and a key determinant as regards the proposed scheme. It differs from other frameworks in way that it does not impose external terms to the teacher but rather the teacher has the mantle to formulate his questions to his end, depending on the situational need and adequacy.

Summary

In this paper, five question category systems (question classification taxonomies) by different authors have been examined with respect to the extent to which they could guide chemistry teachers in formulating good classroom questions. A framework has been suggested to guide chemistry teachers in formulating and using classroom questions. There is no need for a conceptual refinement of the categories used or theory grounding for that matter. The reason is that the basis for the framework have been examined with respect to the extent to which they could guide chemistry teachers in formulating and using classroom questions. There is no need for a conceptual refinement of the categories used or theory grounding for that matter. The reason is that the basis for the framework lies majorly on the teacher setting out intentions and then goes ahead to work out those questions that can facilitate the achievement of the set intentions/purposes. Finally, though the implementation of the outlined steps in using the proposed framework seems trivial and simple, teachers need to be oriented in the scheme and how it can be incorporated into their daily planning. As the next step, it is hoped that this framework will be empirically tested for its reliability, validity and usefulness.
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